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Carlos & Ellie Duque
4622 Cerrillos Drive 

Woodland Hills, CA 91364 
clos@csdweb.com

June 17, 2020

Councilmember Bob Blumenfield, 3rd District 
200 North Spring Street 
Room 470
Los Angeles, CA 90012 
Attention: City Clerk
RE: Project Site: 22241-22255 Mulholland Drive 
Case Nos. ZA-2007-1255-ZAD-1A and VTT-67505-1A 
CEQA No. ENV-2005-2301 -EIR SCH No. 2005111054 
City File Nos. 20-0631 & 20-0631-S1 & S2

Dear Councilmember Blumenfield, Council President Martinez, Councilmembers:

An earlier version of this letter and attachments appears in the record of submissions to the 
SVAPC Public Hearing that did not take place. This is an update to that letter.

For 15 years this developer, Harridge Development/DS Ventures (David Schwartzman), 
has been assaulting our neighborhood. Beginning with the ill-conceived, over-the-top plan 
to build 37 three-story condominiums with separate parking pergolas, to the current dense 
and destructive plan for 19 oversized two-story single family homes, it has been a 
continuous, drawn-out, perpetual attack on the sensibilities of the existing stakeholders, 
their families, and their investments. This developer’s modus operandi is to ask for more 
than they know they will get and work backwards, putting an unnecessary strain on the 
Planning Department and the community. Had they started out with a plan that followed the 
rules rather than a greedy, profit seeking plan that made every attempt not to, this project 
would be built by now and we would all have nice new neighbors.

The decision by the Planning Department and Zoning Administrator to approve the tract 
map and retaining walls is based on a seriously flawed EIR that consisted of nearly 50 
negative comment letters from neighbors, local businesses, and organizations like WHHO, 
WHWCNC, SMMC, MRCA, SOS and others. Most of these comments were wrongfully 
brushed off. With so much at stake, mitigations offered by the City agencies are 
inadequate, unsustainable, and unenforceable.

Although it would be wonderful to see a park in this location with the possible addition of 
the adjacent Girard Reservoir property, we realize the current owner has a right to develop 
it. But there are troublesome facts that remain that should give pause to our City planners 
and continue to disturb us as adjacent stakeholders. Disturbing enough that in a 
neighborhood where families remain in their homes for decades, since the property was 
acquired by this developer, the home closest to the project has now turned over ownership 
its fourth time, the home next to that three times.

mailto:clos@csdweb.com


Mulholland Scenic Parkway

The project is located at the western entrance of the Inner Corridor of the Mulholland 
Scenic Parkway. The City Planning Advisory Agency apparently approved the tract map 
and retaining walls without the approval of the Mulholland Scenic Parkway Design Review 
Board. The Mulholland Scenic Parkway Specific Plan (see excerpt herewith) states as its 
purpose “to assure maximum preservation and enhancement...” and “preserve the existing 
residential character of areas along and adjoining the right-of-way” and “minimize grading 
and assure that graded slopes have a natural appearance compatible with the natural 
appearance.of the Santa Monica Mountains” and “preserve the natural topographic 
variation.” and “preserve the existing ecological balance” and “protect.biologic, geologic, 
and topographic features.”

The final Purpose of the Plan is ”to provide a review process of all projects which are 
visible from Mulholland Drive to assure their conformance to the purposes and 
development standards contained in the.Plan.” With so much at stake, how were these 
concepts not allowed to be considered by the DRB before decisions were made to approve 
this tract map? Not only were they not adequately considered, they were bulldozed entirely 
permitting oversized retaining walls and plowed under Heritage Oaks! If the DRB is forced 
to review a pre-approved tract map, they will not be able to assure conformance with the 
purposes and standards of the Plan.

Horrible Traffic

Traffic has become a hot issue in our neighborhood. San Feliciano has turned into an 
alternate route for Topanga Canyon Blvd. and, at peak traffic times, it’s common to have to 
wait 10-15 minutes just to get out of here. When it’s not congested, it turns into a curvy 
speedway with little regard for stop signs or traffic humps. The EIR traffic report and 
supplemental report do not consider eye-witness accounts of non-reported accidents and 
curb damage (see photos herewith) at the site of the planned new street entrance or the 
steep grade preceding the site distance study used in the traffic report. It was 
recommended at the October 2, 2018 City Planning public hearing to use a video capture 
to get a real sense of the situation, but this was not done.

Harm to Protected Trees

The original 2004 arborist report by Trees Etc. is today outdated even considering the 
updates up to 2009 and the subsequent updates by landscaper Paul Lewis. Many trees 
from the original report are now dead or in poor condition from the total neglect of the 
property owners. Tree #105 evaluated on 09-07-2003 as one of the largest and highest 
quality specimens on the site, disappeared. Photos were taken of a man in 2005 cutting 
and chopping a coast live oak where this tree once stood. When asked what he was doing, 
he said he brought the wood from off-site to cut here. The massive stump from this tree is 
still on-site.

There are also trees that, at the time of the original report may have been saplings, but 
after 16 years have grown to a level that requires protection under the Protected Tree



Ordinance. As a result, the Tree Report and subsequent updates are continually 
misinterpreted and wrongfully cited, listing more than 70 trees that aren’t on the site as 
trees that are being saved, and not listing at least eight protected trees that are on the 
property. Most of these trees will need to be removed or will be damaged by the current 
plan. In addition, the Tree Value calculations are no longer relevant and need to be 
reanalyzed to insure a proper replacement ratio. (see tree map herewith showing 
encroachment of drip lines and missing trees)

Not counting the more than 8 protected oaks that don’t appear on any reports or maps, 
there are 15 protected trees planned for removal on the current plan, some quite large and 
in great condition for non-garden specimens. Tree #114 for example is listed and valued at 
$41,500 (Trees Etc. on 03/12/2008) and should be held to a higher standard of 
replacement than the 2:1 or 4:1 ratio currently offered. The Protected Tree Ordinance 
actually calls for replacement at equal value. Mr. Lewis’ update lists only 11 trees so it is 
unclear if he re-evaluated any other trees on the property as there is no evidence or 
detailed written report from him. Since nearly 5 years have passed since his update and 
over 10 years since the Trees Etc. report, a new certified arborist report should have been 
required with updated valuations of the trees to be removed and to give decision makers 
the tools they need to make accurate determinations.

MSPSP states that the Director may approve the removal of an oak tree only after making 
the following finding:

The oak tree is not located with reference to other trees or monuments in 
such a way as to acquire a distinctive significance at said location.

This alone should prevent the Director from approving the removal of any of these 
protected heritage trees. What would be more significantly distinct than replacing a 
majestic oak tree with a retaining wall, a house, and a street? All this at the western 
entrance to the Mulholland Scenic Parkway!

Lot pads #1, 3, 4, 8, 10, 11, 13, 16 and 19 encroach the drip lines of protected Coast Live 
Oaks. The new position of pad #13 will require the removal of two additional Oaks to the 15 
already listed. Pad #8 will destroy 1/2 of the root system of tree #98. The private street 
location will not only require the removal of one of the nicest specimen Heritage Coast Live 
Oaks on the property but comes dangerously close to the trunks of trees #110 and #111, 
and runs right over three of the oaks not reported. The retaining wall behind pads #1, 2, 3 
and 4 crosses beneath the largest and no doubt oldest heritage oak on the property, 
coming dangerously close to the actual trunk. How is this acceptable?

EIR page 2-59 states that no trees would be removed to build houses and driveways 11, 
12, and 13. It doesn’t take a tree expert to imagine the impossibility of no harm coming to 
these trees from excavating, grading, compacting, laying concrete and building houses 
inside the drip lines and fully or partially under the canopy of these trees.

Harm to Wildlife

The EIR is deficient in their use of the biological field study by TERACOR. The term



“weedy” is used frequently but is non descriptive of the actual species on the site and may 
be concealing the actual significance of the species on site and their location relative to 
proposed grading. They report sightings of Whiptail lizards on this site. I have never seen a 
whiptail below the chaparral and I believe it is a misidentification. In fact it appears that 
TERACOR simply listed every possible plant and animal that might exist at this location 
rather that list what was actually observed. In addition to Coyotes, Raccoons, Skunk, and 
Bobcats, I have also personally seen multiple Red Tailed Hawks, Coopers Hawks, Barn 
Owls, Bats and the very occasional Great Blue Heron and Golden Eagle flying to and from 
and through the canopy of the oaks and palms on this site. These great birds and 
mammals will be adversely affected by this development and the developer’s interpretation 
of the field study diminishes the significance of this.

The reporting company TERACOR should have worked with local experts and made their 
observations over a longer period of time and in multiple seasons. It was recommended at 
the City Planning hearing that video capture be used to get a real sense for the wildlife 
using this unique property as a home, stopover or transit link from nearby Santa Monica 
Mountains but this was never done. If you want to find something, look for it. TERACOR 
did an incomplete job of looking for the true extent of wildlife using this property.

The contention by the developer that any use of this land as a wildlife corridor or transit link 
is impossible because of surrounding traffic on the main streets and because the property 
is surrounded by chain link fence, can be refuted by game camera photo evidence I 
collected that shows a pack of four coyotes consistently traveling from one end of the 
property to the other on 28 days out of a 31 day stretch that recording took place. (see date 
stamped video stills herewith)

Too Many Oversized Retaining Walls

Retaining walls are falsely characterized as being designed to avoid removal of more 
protected trees when the reality is that the only way to protect more trees is to not have 
any retaining walls and avoid building anything too close to them. This is simple logic and 
common sense. In fact, tree #114, possibly the highest quality protected coast live oak on 
the property, is being removed to place a street and sidewalk held up by a 9 foot tall 
retaining wall. One of the five massive retaining walls is actually 194 feet long. Is this 
minimal use? How can this not be considered inappropriate? There must be a good reason 
for limiting the height of retaining walls in the building codes. Why are these reasons being 
ignored here with so much at stake? And furthermore, the massive excavation required to 
place the proposed walls and lot pads will seriously interrupt the accessibility of 
underground water sources for the remaining protected trees.

* * * * *

Harridge/DS Ventures have never given any members of the surrounding community a 
chance to comment on any version or revision of their plans prior to submitting them to the 
governing bodies for approval. When the WHWC Neighborhood Council asked them to 
make revisions they simply ignored the request. When given the opportunity to extend the 
deadline to hear appeals with the South Valley Area Planning Commission, they chose not



to, knowing that statute would prevail and deny all appeals without being heard. In effect, 
they used the worldwide crisis of COVID-19 to sidestep another authority’s opportunity to 
scrutinize their plans.

This developer never submitted a viable alternative plan with fewer homes on larger lots 
that would better conform to the surrounding built neighborhood and attempt to fit into the 
existing landscape rather than force the landscape to fit the purported needs of the project. 
This is a CEQA requirement that they have danced around for fifteen years! Stating that 
the only less impactful design is not to build, is a copout. At what point does it become 
obvious that the owners may have made a bad investment? And if they have, why should 
the existing stakeholders and this unique parcel be forced to pay for their mistakes?

We never expected to become experts on traffic, protected trees and building codes simply 
because we chose to live near a beautiful oak covered vacant lot 22 years ago. But after 
opposing this developer for fifteen years we’ve been forced to learn a great deal. Through 
all these years, this acquisition of knowledge has never been reciprocated by the 
developer. They have never made any attempt to learn about this community, or made any 
effort to have a meaningful dialogue. Please do not reward immoral greed, disrespect and 
arrogance. We remain highly in opposition to this project as currently presented and we 
respectfully request that you and our other City representatives do the same.

Sincerely,

Carlos & Ellie Duque 
4622 Cerrillos Dr

P.S. Please view attachments referenced herewith in following pages



MSPSP excerpt 3/2/20, 9:44 AM

Excerpt from Mulholland Scenic Parkway Specific Plan 
Section 2
PURPOSES

The purposes of this Specific Plan are as follows:

To assure maximum preservation and enhancement of the parkway's outstanding and unique scenic features and 

resources.

To preserve Mulholland Drive as a slow-speed, low-intensity drive.

To preserve and enhance land having exceptional recreational and/or educational value.

To assure that land uses are compatible with the parkway environment.

To assure that the design and placement of buildings and other improvements preserve, complement and/or enhance 

views from Mulholland Drive.

To preserve the existing residential character of areas along and adjoining the right-of-way.

To minimize grading and assure that graded slopes have a natural appearance compatible with the characteristics of the 

Santa Monica Mountains.

To preserve the natural topographic variation within the Inner and Outer Corridors.

To reduce the visual intrusion caused by excessive lighting.

To minimize driveway and private street access into the right-of-way.

To preserve the existing ecological balance.

To protect prominent ridges, streams, and environmentally sensitive 

areas; and the aquatic, biologic, geologic, and topographic features therein.

To protect all identified archaeological and paleontological resources.

To provide a review process of all projects which are visible from Mulholland Drive to assure their conformance to the 

purposes and development standards contained in the Specific Plan and the Landform Grading Manual.

A.

B.

C.

D.

E.

F.

G.

H.

I.

J.

K.

L.

M.

N.

Section 3
SPECIFIC PLAN APPLICATION

The regulations of this Specific Plan are in addition to those set forth in the planning and zoning provisions of Chapter I 

of the Los Angeles Municipal Code (Code) and any other relevant ordinance and do not convey any rights not otherwise 

contained therein, except as specifically provided for herein.

Whenever this Specific Plan contains regulations which require greater yard requirements, lower heights, more restrictive 

uses, more restrictive grading provisions, or other greater restrictions or limitations on development; or less restrictive 

regulations regarding open parking in front yards, than would be allowed pursuant to the provisions contained in Chapter 

1 of the Code, the Specific Plan shall prevail and supersede the applicable regulations of that Code.

The procedures for the granting of adjustments, exceptions, or amendments to the requirements of this Specific Plan are 

set forth in LAMC Section 11.5.7.

The regulations of this Specific Plan shall not apply to any project where one or more of the following discretionary 

approvals initiated by application of the property owners or their representatives, and subject of a public hearing, was 

granted on or before the effective date of this Specific Plan and is still valid at the time an application for a building permit 

is filed: zone change, height district change, specific plan exception, conditional use, variance, tract map, parcel map, 

project permit pursuant to an interim control ordinance, coastal development permit or zoning administrator approval 

pursuant to Section 12.27 of the Code.

Corrective grading as determined by the Department of Building and Safety shall be exempt from the provisions of this 

Specific Plan.

A.

B.

C.

D.

E.
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54’100’R/W R/W VARIES

LOT AREA (NET)UNE OF THE LAND OF NORIN THE FOLLOWING COURSES: SOUTH 13°59' WEST 325.00 FEET; THENCE SOUTH 21° 51* 30* 
WEST 89.89 FEET; THENCE SOUTH 29°30' 18* WEST 431.64 FEET TO A POINT IN THE NORTHWESTERLY UNE OF 
MULHOLLAND DRIVE 200 FEET WIDE, SAID POINT BEING ALSO THE MOST SOUTHERLY CORNER OF THE LAND OF NORIN; 
THENCE NORTH 11°52' 40* EAST 431.79 FEET; THENCE NORTH 30°07' 30* EAST 513.60 FEET TO A POINT IN A 
CURVE CONCAVE TO THE NORTHWEST HAVING A RADIUS OF 338.302 FEET. A RADIAL TO SAID POINT BEARS SOUTH 
32°35’ EAST; THENCE NORTHEASTERLY ALONG SAID CURVE, 59.045 FEET; THENCE TANGENT TO SAID CURVE. NORTH 
47°25' EAST 129.03 FEET TO THE BEGINNING OF A TANGENT CURVE CONCAVE TO THE SOUTHEAST HAVING A RADIUS 
OF 7.62 FEET; THENCE NORTHEASTERLY ALONG SAID CURVE 13.64 FEET TO THE POINT OF BEGINNING.

54’ LOT PAD AREATHAT PORTION OF LOT 1083 OF TRACT NO. 1000, IN THE CITY OF LOS ANGELES. COUNTY OF LOS ANGELES. 
STATE OF CAUFORNIA, AS PER MAP RECORDED IN BOOK 19. PAGE 1 ET SEO. OF MAPS. IN THE OFFICE OF THE 
COUNTY RECORDER OF SAID COUNTY, DESCRIBED AS FOLLOWS:

"A" STREET (PROPOSED)
No.2727 SO. FT. ACRES SO. FT. ACRES

9' 18' 18' 9’ 1 0.25 0.0410,695 1,645
BEGINNING AT THE SOUTHWEST CORNER OF LOT 1077 OF TRACT NO. 6170, AS PER MAP RECORDED IN THE BOOK 
75. PAGE 6. ETSEQ.. OF SAID MAPS: THENCE SOUTH 6°11’ WEST 59.64 FEET TO THE BEGINNING OF A TANGENT 
CURVE CONCAVE TO THE NORTHWEST HAVING A RADIUS OF 300 FEET; THENCE SOUTHERLY ALONG SAID CURVE 
59.83 FEET TO THE MOST NORTHERLY CORNER OF THE LAND DESCRIBED IN PARCEL 1 IN DEED TO THE CITY OF 
LOS ANGELES RECOROED IN BOOK 10853. PAGE 54. OFFICIAL RECORDS; THENCE CONTINUING SOUTHWEST ALONG 
SAID CURVE 221.87 FEET TO THE NORTHEASTERLY TERMINUS OF THAT CERTAIN COURSE RECITED IN SAID DEED 
AS HAVING A BEARING OF NORTH 27°42' 23* EAST AND A LENGTH OF 238.91 FEET; THENCE TANGENT TO SAID 
CURVE SOUTH 59° 59' WEST 30 FEET TO THE BEGINNING OF A TANGENT CURVE CONCAVE TO THE SOUTHEAST 
HAVING A RADIUS OF 318.608 FEET; THENCE. SOUTHWESTERLY ALONG SAID CURVE 178.80 FEET TO THE TRUE 
POINT OF BEGINNING. A RADIAL UNE TO SAID TRUE POINT OF BEGINNING BEARS NORTH 62° 10' 10* WEST; THENCE 
CONTINUING SOUTHWESTERLY ALONG SAID LAST MENTIONED CURVE 77.00 FEET; THENCE TANGENT TO SAID LAST 
MENTIONED CURVE SOUTH 13°59’ 00* WEST 325.00 FEET; THENCE SOUTH 21°51’ 30* WEST 89.89 FEET; THENCE 
SOUTH 29°30' 18* V«ST 431.64 FEET TO A POINT IN THE NORTHERLY UNE OF MULHOLLAND HIGHWAY 200 FEET 
WIDE. AS DESCRIBED IN DEED TO THE CITY OF LOS ANGELES RECORDED IN BOOK 3162. PAGE 41. OFFICIAL 
RECORDS. SAID LAST MENTIONED POINT BEING IN A CURVE CONCAVE TO THE NORTHWEST HAVING A RADIUS OF 
599.72 FET. A RADIAL UNE TO SAID POINT BEARS SOUTH 4°21' 32* EAST. THENCE NORTHEASTERLY ALONG SAID 
CURVE 397.09 FEET; THENCE TANGENT TO SAID LAST MENTIONED CURVE AND ALONG THE NORTHWESTERLY UNE 
OF SAID MULHOLLAND HIGHWAY. NORTH 47°42' 13" EAST 510.85 FEET. MORE OR LESS. TO THE INTERSECTION 
OF THE SOUTHEASTERLY PROLONGATION OF THAT CERTAIN COURSE RECITED IN SAID DEED TO THE CITY OF LOS 
ANGELES RECORDED IN BOOK 10853. PAGE 54. OFFICIAL RECORDS. AS HAVING A BEARING OF NORTH 42°17' 47- 
WEST AND A LENGTH OF 20 FEET; THENCE TO AND ALONG THE SOUTHERLY AND WESTERLY BOUNDARY OF THE 
LAND DESCRIBED IN SAID LAST MENTIONED DEED; THE FOLLOWING COURSE: NORTH 42° 17’ 47* WEST 30 FEET; 
THENCE SOUTH 82°55’ 50" WEST 158.46 FEET; THENCE NORTH 65°00’ 10" WEST 180.00 FEET; THENCE NORTH 
1°43' 40* WEST 200.00 FEET; THENCE NORTH 27°42' 23* EAST 44.15 FEET TO A UNE WHICH BEARS SOUTH 
62° 10' 10* EAST FROM THE TRUE POINT OF BEGINNING; THENCE LEAVING SAID WESTERLY UNE. NORTH 62°10' 10* 
^ESl 65.28 FEET TO THE TRUE POINT OF BEGINNING.
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EASEMENT DATA. EXCEPTIONS & EXCLUSIONS:

PER PREUMINARY TITLE REPORT ISSUED BY LAWYERS TITLE.
ORDER NO. 09507426-27 DATED JULY 31. 2009 AT 7:30 AM.

GEOGRAPHICALLY LOCATABLE ITEMS FROM SAID TITLE REPORT (SUCH AS EASEMENTS) WHICH EFFECT THE TITLE TO 
THE SUBJECT PROPERTY ARE NUMERICALLY KEYED TO SAID REPORT AND ARE AS FOLLOWS:

6 14,430 0.050.33 2,000
TYPICAL GRADING SECTION "A" - "A1"A" STREET (PROPOSED PRIVATE STREET) 0.060.407 17,344 2,400

NOT TO SCALE
8 16.855 0.39 2.000 0.05NOT TO SCALE

LEGEND: Map altered with satelite 
image overlay to show 
actual relationship of trees 
to proposed development 
- C Duque 2/26/20

10,176 0.25 2,000 0.05

10 8,209 0.19 0.052.000BDRY UNEITEM 2:
PURPOSE: POLE UNES AND CONDUITS.
IN FAVOR OF: TITLE INSURANCE AND TRUST COMPANY 
RECORDING DATE: BOOK 15929. PAGE 304 O.R. 
AFFECTS: ENT)REE PARCEL 1

------------TRACT BOUNDARY

------------PROPOSED LOT UNE

— PROPOSED RETAINING WALL 

::::: EASEMENT UNE (W=WIDTH) 

SO— PROPOSED STORM DRAIN 

S — PROPOSED SANTITARY SEWER

-----------  PROPOSED CONTOUR

EXISTING CONTOUR

S--------EXISTING SANITARY SEWER

sd--------EXISTING STORM DRAIN

g----------EXISTING GAS UNE

w---------EXISTING WATER UNE

STREET UGHT

TRAFFIC SIGNAL W/STREET UGHT 

FIRE HYDRANT 

GAS/WATER METER 

GAS/WATER VALVE 

SIGNAGE

PROPOSED SLOPE

11 18,563 0.43 0.041,645
:smt. ESMT.24'21 12 8,003 2,0000.16 0.05W ♦Of

4' iW 13 1,645nil 20.341 0.47 0.04□

TITEM 4:
PURPOSE: POLES. CONDUITS
IN FAVOR OF: CITY OF LOS ANGELES DEPARTMENT OF WATER AND POWER 
RECORDING DATE: BOOK 16205. PAGE 176 O.R.
AFFECTS: AS SHOWN HEREON

14 8,018 0.18 2,000 0.05A
-SO*

15 9,000 2,4000.21 0.06
— S 0.21 2.40016 9,000 0.06

m Exhibit A - Tract Map 
Case No. VTT-67505 
Stamp dated April 10, 2019

ACCESS ROADWAY (PROPOSED)
NOT TO SCALE

17 8.044 0.18 2,400 0.06DITEM 6:
PURPOSE: COVERED STORM DRAIN 
IN FAVOR OF: LOS ANGELES COUNTY FLOOD CONTROL 
RECORDING DATE: MAY 22. 1970 AS INST. NO. 2087. O.R. 
AFFECTS: AS SHOWN HEREON

TREE
18PARCEL 2: 0.198,066 2,400 0.06

----- 8 0.0419 1,74010,039 0.23THAT PORTION OF LOT 1083 OF TRACT NO. 1000, IN THE CITY OF LOS ANGELES. COUNTY OF LOS ANGELES. 
STATE OF CAUFORNIA. AS PER MAP RECORDED IN BOOK 19. PAGES 1 TO 34. INCLUSIVE OF MAPS. IN THE 
OFFICE OF THE COUNTY RECORDER OF SAID COUNTY. TOTAL 237,798 5.46 37.255 0.86

BEGINNING AT THE SOUTHWEST CORNER OF LOT 1077 OF TRACT NO. 6170. AS PER MAP RECORDED IN BOOK 75.
PAGE 6. OF MAPS. RECORDS OF SAID COUNTY; THENCE SOUTH 6°11' WEST 59.64 FEET TO THE BEGINNING OF A 
TANGENT CURVE CONCAVE TO THE NORTHWEST HAVING A RADIUS OF 300 FEET; THENCE SOUTHERLY ALONG SAID 
CURVE 59.83 FEET TO THE MOST NORTHERLY CORNER OF THE LAND DESCRIBED IN PARCEL 1 IN THE DEED TO 
THE CITY OF LOS ANGELES. RECORDED IN BOOK 10853. PAGE 54 OFFCIAL RECORDS; THENCE CONTINUING SOUTHWEST 
ALONG SAID CURVE 221.87 FEET TO THE NORTHEASTERLY TERMINUS OF THAT CERTAIN COURSE RECITED IN SAID 
DEED AS HAVING A BEARING OF NORTH 27°42* 23* EAST AND A LENGTH OF 238.91 FEET. BEING THE TRUE POINT 
BEGINNING OF THIS DESCRIPTION; THENCE SOUTH 27°42’ 23* WEST ALONG SAID COURSE 194.76 FEET TO THE MOST 
NORTHERLY UNE OF THE LAND DESCRIBED IN THE DEED TO JOE A NORIN AND WIFE. RECORDED IN BOOK 15929 PAGE 
304, OFFICIAL RECORDS; THENCE ALONG SAID NORTHERLY UNE NORTH 62°10’ 10* WEST 65.28 FEET TO A POINT IN 
A CURVE CONCAVE TO THE SOUTHEAST HAVING A RADIUS OF 318.608 FEET. A RADIAL UNE OF SAID CURVE FROM 
SAID POINT BEARS SOUTH 62° 10' 10* EAST. SAID POINT ALSO BEING THE MOST NORTHERLY CORNER OF THE LAND 
OF NORIN; THENCE SOUTHERLY ALONG SAID CURVE 77 FEET; THENCE CONTINUING SOUTHERLY ALONG THE WESTERLY
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Carlos Duque
Rebuttal to Appeal Recommendation Report

Dated March 12, 2020
Project Analysis and Appellant 1, Save Oak Savanna

Page A-1

Next to last paragraph:
“Along Mulholland Drive, a single shared drive would provide access to four residences.
Along San Feliciano Drive, an individual drive would provide access to three additional residences...

These multiple dwelling access driveway configurations don’t appear anywhere in the vicinity that I am 
aware of so it goes against the Community Plan requirement for compatibility.

Last paragraph and onto Page A-2:
“The DAA took the following actions regarding the Vesting Tentative Tract Map for the project:
• Certified the Environmental Impact Report
• Adopted Environmental Findings and the Mitigation Monitoring Program
• Approved a Vesting Tentative Tract Map for the subdivision of the site into 19 lots
• Approved a Private Street to provide access to 12 of the homes
• Approved a Haul Route for the import of 4,200 cubic yards of soil”

The DAA certified a seriously flawed and inaccurate EIR calling into question all subsequent approvals. The 
Tree Report is missing information on at least 8 protected Coast Live Oaks on the site that I was able to 
count and photograph. The Biology report did not adequately investigate wildlife use of the site and I have 
video record of consistent daily movement of a pack of coyotes across the site with still photographs of their 
paths.

Page A-2

Environmental Analysis 
Third paragraph:

"...a new Draft EIR was completed.

This is not true and misrepresents the accuracy of the findings in the current certified EIR. It was not a 
“new” draft EIR but a recycled version of the original with information collected as early (maybe earlier) as 
2003. Therefore all impact findings discussed in subsequent paragraphs are inaccurate and any mitigations 
discussed are insufficient.

Page A-5

Staff Response 1-1:
Third paragraph:

“...a maximum density of 54 dwelling units could be permitted on the lot.

This is completely false as nearly every guideline in the General and Specific Plans would need to be 
violated by flattening the land and removing all the trees.

Fourth paragraph:
“The proposed project at 19-lots on 6.2 acres is developed with homes and lot 
sizes similar to the surrounding neighborhood. ”

The word “similar” is used loosely here. There are no homes in the vicinity of the project that were built as 
two story homes and only a very few have added a second level, none of which even comes close to 33



feet. All 19 homes on the proposed lots will be two-story.

“The goal is further emphasized in the Community Plan’s objectives which seek 
to preserve and enhance the character and integrity of existing single-family neighborhoods.

There is no substantial proof of this. Saying it doesn’t make it so.

“The proposed development will be compatible with the adjacent single-family dwellings and 
will preserve and enhance the character of the area by utilizing retaining walls to minimize 
grading and reduce the number of impacted coast live oak trees, and implementing landscaping 
to screen both the retaining walls and reduce visibility of the single-family residences. ”

The original plan of the surrounding neighborhood was to build into the existing landscape and not use 
retaining walls. Rolling grass covered hills with no fences or walls projecting into the front yards was in the 
CCRs until expiration in the late 80s, but much of this look and feel still exists. The use of retaining walls 
actually promotes grading and can only endanger more protected oak trees. Excavation for the approved 
retaining walls will damage tree root structure and divert or even eliminate underground sources of water 
the trees rely on for existence. The only way to “reduce the number of impacted coast live oak trees” is to 
not build retaining walls or anything else anywhere near them. This is simple logic. Any “Independent” 
certified arborist will tell you this.

Page A-6

Fourth paragraph:
“The Specific Plan requires a discretionary review process for certain types of development 
activities within the Specific Plan area, including oak tree removal, grading, new driveways off 
Mulholland Drive, and construction of single-family homes. The review process includes a public 
hearing at the Design Review Board, at which the Board provides a recommendation on the 
project, with a final decision by the Director of Planning for Project Permit Compliance and 
Design Review to determine a project’s conformance with the standards and design guidelines 
of the Specific Plan. Therefore, certain components of the subdivision would be subject to 
Specific Plan review prior to the recordation of the Final Tract Map, including activities related to 
oak tree removal, grading, and installation of new driveways from Mulholland Drive.”

As they state this, it is true then, that the DRB is required to review the project prior to recordation of the 
final tract map. And if so, a public hearing of the DRB will be called, followed by recommendations and, no 
doubt, appeals. So why in the ensuing paragraph do they say the appeal point should be denied? If we 
hadn’t appealed, would they be at the point where they are admitting that the DRB needs to look at this and 
that the tract map is not set in stone until this happens?

Page A-7

Staff Response 1-2:
Third paragraph:

“In addition, recordation of the Final Tract Map is contingent upon the review and approval under 
the Specific Plan for certain site preparation activities related to the subdivision under Condition 
22 (Exhibit 1). Therefore, the Final Tract Map is required to comply with all applicable provisions 
of the Specific Plan. Should certain activities for site preparation (oak tree removal, grading, and 
installation of new driveways from Mulholland Drive) not be approved under the Specific Plan 
review process, a Tract Map Modification or new Tract Map may be required. This would require 
the filing of a new application with the Department of City Planning, which may require a public 
hearing, and would result in a new letter of determination, which would also be appealable. ”

Same comments as Page A-6 above.



Staff Response 1-3:
Second paragraph:

“While the appellant provides a general statement regarding the EIR, specific reference or 
support for his assertions were not provided. The EIR contains detailed analysis and information 
concerning the project to evaluate the potential environmental impacts, and specifically address 
each environmental topic mentioned by the appellant.

I have created a tree overlay using a Google satellite image showing multiple instances of encroachment of 
the lot pads far beyond the drip lines of the protected oaks which have grown a lot in the 15 years since 
they started collecting data. In addition, my recordings of coyote pack migration on a daily basis across the 
site should provide “specific reference or support.”

Page A-8

Inadequate Project Alternatives 
Staff Response 1-4:

These paragraphs simply defy logic. To deny that a smaller, less dense project alternative is not an 
alternative makes no sense. The only thing that makes this option not an option for the developer is 
because he makes less profit from it. If making less profit makes it not feasible, then maybe he made a bad 
investment. Why should the existing stakeholders and this unique piece of land pay for his mistake?

Of course the “no project” and “park” alternatives don’t satisfy the needs of the project objectives for the 
same obvious reasons. But to use their logic, a 40 story apartment building would be an adequate project 
alternative if it was the first plan they tried to put through in 2006. It sounds silly because it is.

Page A-9

First paragraph:
“More specifically, most of the Project’s mitigatable impacts are not dependent on the scale or 
density of development, as these impacts would occur based on any development on the site.

This statement doesn’t rely on the facts or common sense. To accentuate my point, I will use their extreme 
example and include the opposite extreme. If they chose to follow building code they could place 54 lots on 
the site but lose all the trees and grade the site flat in order to do so. Mitigation would be extreme. On the 
other hand, if they only built one lot and one house on the site, they could save every tree and not have to 
grade very much at all or make use of retaining walls. No mitigation would be required.

Somewhere in the middle of these two extremes lies a plan that will satisfy a larger majority of antagonists. 
It should be the prime function and purpose of the Planning Department to find this middle ground and so 
far they have failed to do so, prolonging the process by appearing to side with the developer.

Diagram 1- Site Layout and Tree Locations
The Diagram is inaccurate and outdated. The tree canopy study is 15 years old and there are significant 
omissions of protected trees and other trees. More specifically, along the southern boundary of the project 
site along Mulholland Drive, all but maybe three of the dozens of protected coast live oaks purported as 
being saved on the site, are not on the site at all, but in the Mulholland right of way. Additionally, on Lot 1, 
Diagram 1 shows seven Mexican palms but there are actually ten of these trees. The three massive 
Mexican Elderberry to be removed from lots #5 and #6 are pending protected status. This particular 
grouping of trees create their own unique ecosystem providing food for specific birds on the site and should 
be given consideration.



Page A-10

Diagram 2- Site Layout and Cut and Fill
The placement of the private street off of San Feliciano will severely impact or cause to be destroyed at 
least six protected oaks, not just Heritage oak #114 as listed. In the 15 years that this project has evolved, 
the site has also evolved. There are now three additional oaks in the path of this street that are of protected 
size and status. This, along with the trees listed that are not on the site, changes all the percentages 
calculated in the ensuing paragraphs and could have changed the minds of the decision makers prior to 
their approvals. Cut and fill grading including imported fill is indicated in Diagram 2 to encroach trees #110 
and #111 to an extent that includes the entirety of these tree’s root systems and the tree trunk itself. They, 
along with the three other protected oaks in the path of the street will not survive.

I’ll end with repeating, it should be the prime objective and purpose of the Planning Department to find 
middle ground in this case. Suggesting that all our appeals should be denied doesn’t help resolve matters.



Communication from Public

Carlos Duque 
06/17/2020 06:16 PM 
20-0631-S2

Name:
Date Submitted:
Council File No:
Comments for Public Posting: Dear Councilmember Blumenfield, Council President Martinez,

Councilmembers, The attached Petition has collected 659 
signatures from neighbors who support the appeals of the 
approvals and a re-design or stoppage of the project at 
22241-22255 Mulholland Dr. in Woodland Hills. Thank you for 
taking the time to read the purpose of the petition and as many of 
our neighbors’ 312 comments you have time for. Please note that 
on the bottom of the first page is an opportunity for anyone who 
might disagree with our positions to state their reasons in 
confidence. No one took advantage of this offer. In fact, no one in 
the past fifteen years that this project has been put forward, has 
supported any version of it. Best wishes for your health and 
safety, Carlos Duque President, Save Oak Savanna 4622 Cerrillos 
Dr Woodland Hills, CA 91364



PETITION

Redesign or Stop the 19-Home Development on 
Mulholland and San Feliciano!

We need to tell our City of LosAngeles 
representatives the current plan for 19 homes 
in Woodland Hills is not compatible with or 
beneficial to our community and should be 
redesigned or stopped. Save Oak Savanna asks 
that you, our neighbors and supporters, sign this 
petition opposing the 19-home development 
as approved.

The new public hearing on April 23, 2020, was 
denied us by the South Valley Area Planning 
Commission, siting a technicality claimed by 
the developer related to the postponement of 
the original hearing because of the Covidl9 

Pandemic. This petition shall serve as a representation, not only of those who wanted a hearing, but who oppose 
this project as approved.

As a reminder, here are the points that remain of concern to our neighborhood:

• 19 tightly packed two-story houses inserted into a one-story, low density built neighborhood in violation of 
the Community Plan and Specific Plan

• Too many protected Heritage Coast Live Oak trees being removed in violation of the Protected Tree 
Ordinance and the Specific Plan

• Five highly-visible oversized retaining walls up to 11.5’ high and up to 194’ long requiring deviation from the 
City Code by the Zoning Administrator

• Extensive, landscape-changing grading of 60,000 cubic yards requiring 1,600 dumptrucks full of imported soil
• Dangerous new street location on San Feliciano Drive hill
• Disruption of wildlife refuge & transit link to nearby Santa Monica Mountains
• No prior review by the Design Review Board of the Mulholland Scenic Parkway Specilc Plan as required by 

law, at the western entrance to the historic Mulholland Scenic Parkway
• Lack of a viable, less intrusive, less dense alternative plan by the developer as required by the California 

Environmental Quality Act (CEQA)

We are not against the development of this private property. Any development must follow the rules and 
regulations of the City of Los Angeles’ General Plan, Community Plan, and Specific Plan of the Mulholland Scenic 
Parkway. In doing so it will force compatibility with the immediate neighborhood, keep the Heritage Coast Live 
Oaks from being needlessly killed or endangered, and retain the wild open spaces that have become a respite for 
multitude species of wildlife and a Woodland Hills landmark.

Please forward this petition to your neighbors and interested parties. If you aren’t on our confidential email list 
and would like to be added, send a request to info@saveoaksavanna.org so we can keep you up to date. Intended 
recipients of this petition are South Valley Area Planning Commission, Councilmember Bob Blumenfield, and 
Mayor Eric Garcetti.

If you are in favor of the development or disagree with any of our concerns, please email us to initiate a discussion 
at info@saveoaksavanna.org

Please use your first and last name when you sign. Your email address and zip code will be kept confidential. Your 
comments are encouraged!

For more information and updates or to make a tax deductible donation, visit www.saveoaksavanna.org. Be aware, 
any donations made from the iPetition site will go to the petition company, not S.O.S.!

Be Safe! Be Well! THANK YOU for your continued support!

iM

Save Oak Savanna
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Standing within the canopy of Coast Live Oak #114 gives you every reason you need to want to save it.
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COMMENTS (312 and counting)
• Irina Segal June 17, 2020

Do not build here! The area needs old oaks for its ecology.

• Richard Stewart June 16, 2020
I have lived here for 74 years. I grew up in this neighborhood. I have not witnessed before this, such a cold
blooded attack on the environment or the ambience of an entire area. Please give your consideration to 
dumping the whole project.

• Russell Abbey June 14, 2020
Mulholland and San Feliciano Dr are already quite busy. I have lived on San Feliciano Dr since January 
2001 and the traffic has increased to the point where speed bumps were put in to slow down drivers 
around the elementary school. Instead of increasing our population density I’m hoping we can make the 
area a green space for the neighborhood. If you’ve spent any time here, you know how Many people get out 
and walk, meet each other, and generally enjoy this friendly little pocket of the west valley. An open space 
would certainly be loved and enjoyed by many.

• Anonymous June 11, 2020
Good luck

Kathryn Ridgley June 11, 2020
Please keep the beauty of our Heritage Oaks by minimal removal.

Felicia A Palumbo June 10, 2020
^ere are so many accidents...please not a safe area for more cars 

David Busse June 09, 2020
Not acceptable. Oaks have special rules in this area just to trim them! Cutting them down to build 
homes....should not be allowed!

Cindy Kelley Mays June 08, 2020 
Protect open spaces

Kimberly Morgan June 07, 2020
The wildlife and beautiful oak trees found in the area irreplaceable.

Kristen Kaub Jun 06, 2020
Stop erasing green space for corporate greed. Leave land and all of its inhabitants be!

Laura Flynn June 06, 2020
Completely Unacceptable!

Anonymous June 06, 2020
Please protect our green spaces!
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• Ashley Alfonso June 06, 2020
I am a teacher at Louisville High School and a former resident on the neighborhood. I strongly oppose this 
development due to its environmental impact and the increased traffic it will create.

• Janet Casella June 06, 2020
^e area already has too much traffic. DO NOT develop this property

• Myriam Kass June 06, 2020
Before the approval of any development in a neighborhood the public has the right to be heard. I strongly 
oppose the development as it is now designed.

• Kelly Browne June 06, 2020
This land should be protected

• Liz Dupuy June 06, 2020
This development is not well conceived and will have a negative impact on the neighborhood. Getting rid 
of oaks ? ^is is a very bad idea, counterproductive relative to the all-important issue of climate change.

• Catherine Clark June 06, 2020
I am a teacher at Louisville High School and I strongly oppose this development, not only from an 
environmental standpoint, but also due to the increased traffic issues that will arise from this development. 
This area must be protected.

• Jim Centorino June 06, 2020
Louisville High School has been here since the late 1960’s. ^is development will severely and negatively 
impact this institution which has educated thousands of responsible citizens and is pledged for alumni 
to shape the world and leave it in a better way. Allowing a development of this nature will undermine the 
potential of this highly respected Blue Ribbon educational institution.

• SUELLEN WAGNER May 27, 2020
INAPPROPRIATE development. We must save our trees, open space and wildlife. ^is development 
violates the Los Angeles General Plan, Community Plan and Specific Plan. STOP!

• Anonymous May 13, 2020
Now, more than ever, we need to protect the environment the safety of our neighborhood.

• Bill Ritter April 30, 2020
I lived on Ave .San Luis for 40 years and was always fond of this great area. this is a travesty to go forward.

• Babar Ali April 24, 2020
Like it says, “We are not against the development of this private property. Any development must follow 
the rules and regulations of the City of Los Angeles’ General Plan, Community Plan, and Specific Plan of 
the Mulholland Scenic Parkway”

• Anonymous April 23, 2020
^is area already has so many houses up for sale and families. Construction would overcrowd!

• Jeannette Cole April 23, 2020
Stop The Oaks development!!

• Elodie patarias April 22, 2020
I am against this development as is, because it does not follow the rules of the city, and would destroy the 
area as we know it and love

• Alexandra Patarias April 22, 2020
Object, object, object.. to this development as designed. My family and we own a wonderful property in 
this glorious neighborhood, and everything that is beautiful around here will be impacted.

• Dominique Patarias April 22, 2020
We own a beautiful property in this area, and we are very very upset about such an enormous development 
that will destroy such beautiful nature, replace it with concrete, too much traffic and change the wonderful 
nature of this neighborhood! I totally object to this project
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• Andreas Patarias April 22, 2020
We object to this terrible development ! Destroying beautiful trees, huge structures, gridlock and years of 
construction! No No

• Constantine Patarias April 22, 2020
I have invested in this beautiful area, and I am very upset about a development that will destroying nature, 
reduce property values, and increase traffic. Too big of a development.

• Richard H Wells April 22, 2020
The words Compatible and Beneficial exist in the general building code for new developments encroaching 
on,or adjacent to mature existing neighborhoods. There is also a protocol of steps to be taken with 
neighborhood councils, plum committees and design review boards. In the the case of this development, 
from it’s earliest conceptions, these steps were skirted or bypassed. The proposed 19 monolithic “Row- 
House” style homes will be in violation of the general “Community Plan and the Specific Plan’.The 
narrow frontages and height limitations will most assuredly produce Three Story houses adjacent to our 
predominantly one story low density existing neighborhood.
In addition, the proposed removal, or trimming,and grading plans are a smoke screen. the changing of 
grading, water flow and intrusion of retaining walls within 100 ft. of the drip line of the canopy of a mature 
Oak will almost guarantee its deterioration and eventual demise. .Far more Trees will be lost than is 
suggested in the plan.
The proposed height and length of the retaining walls, as well as the extensive grading and fill proposed 
will totally alter any of the natural character of the land and will make this development completely 
incompatible with the surrounding homes.
As a long time resident (since 1972) of Hanna Valley and a Designer for 57 years, I can guarantee that if 
this development was proposed adjacent to any of your homes, that you would be writing this comment.
A couple of other factors, the proposed Street access to San Feliciano is a guaranteed producer of serious 
accidents with injuries. The normal speed of the traffic, south bound from the Cerrillos stop sign and 
northbound from the Mulholland drive access will not allow stopping in time to prevent a collision 
when exiting the new street. And lastly, as a 75 year old and Native Californian, I have seen a great deal 
of growth, some sensitive and enhancing, some compatible with the nature of the land and surrounding 
communities, but of late,in Los Angeles, the push for more housing has seemed to abandon a great deal 
of common or design sense. From the beginning, this has been a predictable boiler plate , high density 
insertion into a very serene, low density community.There was no prior review by the Design Review 
Board of the Mulholland Scenic Parkway Specific Plan, which is required by law, due to the location of the 
site which is at the western entrance of the Mulholland Scenic Parkway and therefore should comply with 
that plan.
Our community has repeatedly asked for a proposed less intrusive plan, and we repeatedly have been 
bypassed with no real alternative.
I ask that you reject the plan as proposed, and consider meeting with the neighborhood, at the site,to 
review some alternatives for a compatible,enhancing, and safe access community with some sensitivity to 
the natural beauty of the land . PLEASE, reconsider your decision as it will negatively impact the ambiance 
as well as the property values for all the surrounding residents. Existing communities, and 100 yr old trees 
must have some value or we will end up like New York or many other High Density cities.
Sincerely, Richard H. Wells

• Susan Andarro April 21, 2020
There is enough development here already. Let’s keep this place nice. That’s why we live here.

• Patricia J Lester April 21, 2020
please retain our open space for the generations to come.

• Anonymous April 21, 2020
They are “Protected Live Oaks” . Honor that promise and protect them.
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• Suzanne Woodworth April 20, 2020
We don’t need anymore housing developments. We need to keep our trees and open areas. They are vital 
to remove carbon monoxide from the environment to provide oxygen and also homes for our wildlife, 
whether they fly, walk or slither. ^eir is too much out of control development. We need to preserve 
these beautiful trees. Look around and see all the developments that have been built, including oversized 
outrageous malls. Think

• Cori Glazer April 20, 2020
Save our beautiful oaks!!!

• Zaida Correa April 20, 2020
Don’t cut down tree’s

• Patrik Purnag April 20, 2020
I have lived in Woodland Hills since 1987. Fell in love with its beauty. Please save the beautiful area 
including the vegetation, trees and wild life by not allowing this project to go through.

• Linda Hubbard Lalande April 20, 2020
Keep the Green GREEN

• Sylvia Hunt April 20, 2020
Save this beautiful oak tree. Please

• Dalia Sorotzkin April 20, 2020
Completely unacceptable to attempt to pass this during this time, we are all dealing with enough, and certainly 
do not need new development that does not even abide by code. We’ve lived in other areas of the city, and each 
time homeowners have successfully worked with the city for a “win-win”, ^is one should be no different.

• Shannon Speed April 20, 2020
Stop!

• Anonymous April 20, 2020
None

• Rose Goodman April 19, 2020
Coastal oak trees are and should continue to be protected.

• Anne-Christine von Wetter April 19, 2020
Please do not accept this proposal without reviews.

• Anonymous April 19, 2020
Terrible environmental impact. Please reconsider.

• Jerry Korengold April 19, 2020
Shame on anyone who would want to destroy beautiful trees and land in the interest of greed, congestion 
and indifference

• Maureen Droney Kessie April 19, 2020
Oaks and open space are irreplaceable. This is a poorly thought out project

• Glenn Cook April 19, 2020
There is absolutely no reason to grant the developer any deviations from the current zoning restrictions in 
place on this property other than to line the pockets of the developers. ^e community will suffer, the trees 
will suffer, everyone loses if this plan is allowed to go through.

• Jennifer Love April 19, 2020
These is already too much traffic in this area and to much car pollution. 19 more homes that are not within 
code allow for even more people, more output of carbon dioxide, more car pollution, and more congestion. 
That is not what this tight area needs.

• Anonymous April 19, 2020
As a homeowner in this area I need to get a city permit and inspection just to trim an oak tree. ^e developers 
and the city are skipping their own regulations and using coronavirus to get out of holding public hearings.
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• Jason Regan April 19, 2020
Hope we make the quota

• Diana Chan April 19, 2020
Please stop the over development of housing in Woodland Hills. ^ere is too much traffic

• Sarah Kennedy April 19, 2020
Please stop this development.

• Silvana Gramajo April 19, 2020
Stop the tree killing

• Marianne Bordier April 19, 2020
I love that stretch of San Feliciano. It should be turned into a park.

• Anonymous April 19, 2020
Developers should follow existing rules and plan reviews, not get things through on loopholes or crisis 
situations, especially in protected corridors.

• Jayna Mims April 18, 2020
Please do not take down our beautiful historic Oak trees. I own a house in the neighborhood & that is my 
favorite place to walk my dog every day. I just love those beautiful trees.

• Marie-Michelle Hewett April 18, 2020
let’s respect the environment and the rules of law.

• Naomi Benghiat April 18, 2020
Because of the Corona Virus, our meeting with the City Council was canceled. It was supposed to be 
rescheduled. Instead, it seems we have been bull dozed over by the city and the developer. This is unfair and 
I for one want this plan reviewed with the City Council and the neighbors who have been opposing this 
development!

• Mojgan April 18, 2020
Please save the trees and stop hurting the nature.

• Allison Delaney April 18, 2020
Please leave SOME open space in this area.

• Erik Hullman April 18, 2020
Save oaks from bad, greed filled plan!

• Maxine Singer April 18, 2020
Save the trees

• Gabriel Zagha April 18, 2020
Share!

• Saya April 18, 2020
Leave the trees!

• Anonymous April 18, 2020
Save these beautiful trees.

• Jan April 18, 2020
We need these trees and uncovered land to counteract urban heat islands. Woodland Hills already is the 
hottest place in LA and killing these old grown trees and covering the area with concrete and asphalt will 
only make it worse. Since the recent fires this old ranch has become a refuge for a variety of animals who 
lost their habitat. ^ere are birds of prey, owls, etc. nesting in the trees.

• Anonymous April 18, 2020
Please leave the oaks in the ground, we need nature, we need open spaces.

• Anonymous April 18, 2020
Please require developers to re-design to work around this tree and relocate others.
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• Joan Williamson April 18, 2020
Save these live oaks! We need fresh air in Woodland Hills and these trees serve a tremendous purpose for us 
all here.

• Ben Manhan April 18, 2020
NO!!!

• Simon Van Meervenne April 18, 2020
I support this petition because nature should be cherished not destroyed and moved aside for development. 
Let us live together with nature! adapt the zoning plan and build around the oak trees. They have been here 
long before any of us was born so let’s respect that and let them out live us too!

• Ed Kuni April 18, 2020
This is unwanted by the residents, and unsuitable for the neighborhood

• Norm Mazer April 18, 2020
This project should never be approved.

• Maureen April 18, 2020
We need our precious oak trees and should be planting more instead of removing any. Trees clean up 
the carbon in the air providing us with cleaner air, they also provide shade and help halt soil erosion 
by their root structure. This development sounds way too dense for the intended space. We need more 
contemplation and consideration on this type of development by the planning commission. Considering 
the community and the quality of life for that community.

• Wendy Peddicord April 18, 2020 
Please every tree is important !!! These oak tree’s are hundred’s of years old, and are in danger and need 
protection. I understood, oak tree’s are protected by law. Please... Do not destroy these oak trees !!! Thank you

• Diane April 18, 2020
Please..we need our beautiful heartlands..our stupendous oak trees..our nourishing natural settings...for us 
to remain connected as humans to nature and to one another.

• Julie Kennedy April 18, 2020
The sole entrance and exit to this complex on the blind hill curve is going to result in multiple horrific 
accidents.

• Elisa Bonora April 18, 2020
Please to not take spectacular trees off our land

• Jennifer Kindseth April 18, 2020
I’ll always sign for this cause!!!

• Shauna Abbey April 17, 2020
I live in San feliciano & I absolutely disapprove of this building plan.

• Jurgen Reisch April 17, 2020
Please save these old oak trees and our neighborhood from the Harridge Development Group.

• Trena Berk April 17, 2020
Leave the trees. Enough is enough

• Howard Cowan April 17, 2020
Usually the prospective builder has spoken with a local councilperson’s campaign staff. They, in turn, have 
“recommended” that the builder make a substantial contribution to the councilperson’s campaign fund. 
This, oddly enough, is not viewed as corruption.

• Carol Bonelli April 17, 2020
Can’t believe someone would do this to such a beautiful piece of land. I have driven past this area every day 
for the last 30 years and it would be terrible for it to be destroyed

• Rayna Labowitz April 17, 2020
Please stop the development on Mulholland and San Feliciano. We need to keep our open lands.
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• Kami Brown April 17, 2020
Please do not destroy this land. Please stop the greedy developers, and leave our land alone!!!!

• Vanita Spaulding April 17, 2020
Please don’t remove the oak trees

• ELIZABETH J DAMICO April 17, 2020
Given the numerous objections we have made as a community, and the data we have gathered showing 
ways to do a development without this kind of destruction, I do not see how they are able to get this 
through still. It’s madness. Thanks for putting this up here Carlos. I know we would all prefer this stay open 
space, but if they have to develop, they have to follow the rules, and we gathered so much information 
from so many people, including fish and game wildlife that all indicated that they should not be allowed to 
remove that many trees. I don’t get it.

• Chantal Carroll April 17, 2020
Save the Oaks!

• Holly Genevieve Edelman April 17, 2020
SAVE THE OAKS!!!!

• Sabine Lesavoy April 17, 2020
Stop this development

• Michael McClellan April 17, 2020
I oppose this due to the amount of homes in such a small space. If they were to reduce and leave open space 
I’d consider it.

• Colleen Marmor April 17, 2020
This developer landgrab is trying to fit in a project motivated by pure profit and not compatible with the 
existing and surrounding neighborhood in anyway shape or form. Just say no to greedy developers, The 
development needs to be reduced in quantity of homes, layout and Street access. Save oak Savanna has laid 
out all the relevant and persuasive factual arguments. City planning is a rubberstamp function.

• Elizabeth Schrage April 17, 2020
Greed.

• Victor Levine April 17, 2020
Stop the morons with chainsaws. Investigate the city council to see who’s on the take from the developers.

• Namita April 17, 2020
Please save the trees

• Warren Rider April 17, 2020
Stop the 19-Home Development and save the trees!

• Lisa Najjar April 17, 2020
We need our trees...thank you.

• Gary Sohl April 17, 2020
Stop this over building in Woodland Hills. Cutting down trees for someone to make a profit is getting out 
of hand. Stop raping the land!

• Victoria Satya Vanderkloot April 17, 2020
Please save this!

• Andrew Droll April 17, 2020
We don’t need to develop every piece of land, especially, with the traffic near Topanga and Mulholland.

• Ronald Fomalont April 17, 2020
^is project should not go forward for all of the cited reasons. In a high fire area more houses and traffic is 
the last thing we need!

• Anonymous April 17, 2020
This is insane
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JoAnn Duque April 17, 2020
I always thought it was illegal to destroy an oak tree. How is this developer getting around this? Even home 
owners have to protect the Oaks on their properties. This doesn’t seem right at all. I lived in Woodland Hills 
for over 50 years and raised all my children there.

Yvonne April 17, 2020
Save the trees and land!

Beth Goode April 17, 2020
^is is a disgusting overreach by developers. ^ese Oaks are priceless.

Hannah Kozak April 17, 2020
Please save this beautiful tree. It deserves to live.

Kathy Duque April 17, 2020
I grew up in Woodland Hills. ^e oak trees are sacred. ^is is nothing short of criminal.

Paisley Pappe-Iredell April 17, 2020 
Please save these trees!

Jill Ishkanian April 17, 2020
This development is unnecessary and will devastate the area!

Bryan Watkins April 17, 2020
I am totally appalled that this plan was even allowed to be presented. Somehow people who don’t care about 
the beauty of a neighborhood are allowed to approve this Atrocity.

Monica Irauzqui April 17, 2020
Please save the beautiful oak, make a plan get approval please done cut down those trees

Alicia Junker April 17, 2020 
Save the Oaks!!

Anonymous April 17, 2020
Developers must stay away from there.

Toni Colvin April 17, 2020 
Don’t do this - please!

Chris Garcia April 17, 2020
Please save these oak trees

Alan Halpern April 17, 2020
It’s all about greed, enough is enough and the city planners who keep on approving these projects has got 
to go instead of these precious trees and open spaces. ^e idiots on the LA City Council are not blameless 
either, they all have their heads up their kazoos.

Marycarlyn Smith April 17, 2020
We began our lives in Woodland Hills in 1966. PLEASE rethink this awful decision!!!!!!

Deborah Seror April 17, 2020 
Please stay our tree!

Anonymous April 17, 2020 
Save our oks!

Anonymous April 17, 2020 
Stop building here.

Anonymous April 17, 2020
Dont cut this tree down please.

Laurie Amigo April 17, 2020 
We need to save the trees!
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• Sharon Freilich April 17, 2020
I am appalled that this development is not listening to the neighbors in the area regarding the density of 
the project as well as the following:
• Disruption of wildlife refuge & transit link to nearby Santa Monica Mountains
• No prior review by the Design Review Board of the Mulholland Scenic Parkway Specific Plan as required 
by law, at the western entrance to the historic Mulholland Scenic Parkway
• Lack of a viable, less intrusive, less dense alternative plan by the developer as required by the California 
Environmental Quality Act (CEQA).
I walked by this open space almost every day as part of maintaining my mental and physical health. During 
heavy rains I always thought of this area as a deterrent to flooding further down the hill. I am not saying do 
not develop this as it is private land and you have a right to develop. I am saying to develop with aesthetic 
and intelligence and to follow the rules of planning that have been put in place for the area and for the 
people that reside in and near this historic open space. Which includes myself. Thank you.

• Deborah Sheiner April 17, 2020
Please protect our environment

• Trudi Keck April 17, 2020
Preserve our trees! Planning and zoning guidelines in question!

• Peter Colley April 17, 2020
As a 30-year resident of Woodland Hills, losing this precious natural landmark with all those century old 
trees would be tragic.

• Bois April 17, 2020
Sad. We live among idiots.

• Sal Stewart April 17, 2020
It is unconscionable to cut down these old live oaks. Get another plan that allows them to stand and be 
forever protected.

• Rosadel McClure April 17, 2020
Stop the destruction of our valuable resource.

• Barton Chiate April 17, 2020
I was under the impression that coastal oaks ere protected

• Janet Burns April 17, 2020
Stop development in wildlands.

• Roberta Havens April 17, 2020
We want a proper hearing before approval is granted for development. There are numerous reasons to 
reject this development.

• Catherine Kazemi April 17, 2020
This area is too beautiful to be destroyed! Keep it as a park.

• Cynthia Johnson April 17, 2020
I am sick of progress and how it harms such Beautiful Nature ! This sickens me ! Why the greed ? Please 
leave this GIFT alone !

• David Schwartz April 17, 2020
Previously bankrupt developer and his cronies have shown a consistent and unwavering disregard for the 
rules. They are conniving, underhanded, untrustworthy and have no regard for anything except their own 
self interests. It’s time LA sent a message that douche bag developers are no longer welcome in this city and 
that crony capatalism needs to die

• Ellen Garrett April 17, 2020
I am against granting permission to build this tract of homes. Protect the oaks and hillsides of our 
neighborhood. The last thing we need is another tract. When all the oaks are gone, how lamentable it will 
be. And we cannot bring them back.
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Angel Galvan and Family of 6 April 17, 2020
Lured by the Tree-lined streets and skyline, my wife and I moved to this beautiful, quiet neighborhood 
almost 20 years ago to raise a family. Now, with the proposed project it will be congested, loud and these 
majestic Oak Trees will be destroyed. Sad and just for $$$

Miriam Ritter April 17, 2020
Save the trees! We needed for our environment and the health and beauty of the community!

Anonymous April 17, 2020
How could this have been pushed through without the entire community having time to organize the 
obvious rebuttal against this devastating action

Anonymous April 17, 2020
Do we have to ruin everything? Enough development! Please leave the beautiful oxygen-giving trees alone! 

Dorene Polcyn April 17, 2020
I oppose this plan!!!!! I have lived in Woodland Hills for 34 years.

Carma Lu Tompson April 17, 2020
It is criminal to take down a tree that has been around longer than any of us. ^ere has to be a way to work 
around this tree. In many countries it’s a criminal offense to take down any tree that is more than 80 years. Trees 
help clean our environment and provide shelter for animals. PLEASE work around the tree and let him live.

Sarah Elgart April 17, 2020
Save the live oaks!!!! Do NOT cut them down.

Cooper Babcock April 17, 2020
^ank god for you all and may this crucial space be protected and respected.

Stephen glassman April 17, 2020 
EARTH FIRST!!!

Anonymous April 17, 2020
I am not in support of this development and destroying natural habitat, especially native coast oak trees.

Lynne Solursh April 17, 2020
I thought it was against the law to cut down oak trees!

EVA MONTEALEGRE April 17, 2020 
save the oaks

Tracy Ryan-Johnson April 17, 2020 
No way!! Keep the trees

GEORGE BILLINGER April 17, 2020
Enough. Let’s preserve and maintain the area in its natural state. Keep the “Woodland” in Woodland Hills.

Carl Grooms April 17, 2020
these trees should be preserved.

Anonymous April 17, 2020
We need the open space and beautiful trees

Amanda Foulger April 17, 2020
Do the right thing for all living beings, not just the developers.

Joyce Marx April 17, 2020
This tree is to beautiful leave it for our children and grandchildren.

Nate Grossman April 17, 2020
Keep developers off our land.

Dakota DeLeo April 17, 2020
Our Coastal Live Oaks are to be protected. Do Not kill the Oak and all wildlife dependent upon it at the 
entrance to Mulholland Scenic Parkway.
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• Judie Feil Wolf April 17, 2020
I hope it isn’t too late to stop this awful act!!

• Dayna Diamond April 17, 2020
The destruction of these beautiful trees and the birds and wildlife they support would be a tragedy. I oppose 
the current plan for development.

• Sarah Priest April 17, 2020
^e oaks are needed by all. New homes can go elsewhere. You’re paving paradise and people need trees too.

• Ciel Montgomery April 17, 2020
^e California Live Oaks are a part of the history of California. Please do NOT make the history of 
California about cement sidewalks and buildings!

• Melinda Isaacson April 17, 2020
This practice by developers is beyond criminal. Please preserve the space, natural specimens and habitats of 
this Western part of Los Angeles County. You cannot create this invaluable resource. You must protect and 
preserve it. Honor and revere this in any design. Please SAVE Oak Savanna.

• Melanie Papish April 17, 2020
Please!!! Do you have a conscience? Let these words go to your heart and move you to tears when you look 
at this amazing tree: “Don’t it always seem to go that you don’t know what you got till it’s gone. ^ey paved 
paradise and put up a parking lot.”
Do something you are proud of ... like what Ed Edelman did by saving that beautiful section of Topanga 
Canyon from the Disney heiress’ who planned to create a golf course and some “McMansions” Be proud to 
bring your grandchildren to this beautiful spot of nature and tell them you were instrumental in saving it 
for them ... and their children. ^ank you for your public service and for reading this. Melanie Papish

• Anonymous April 17, 2020
Over 5,000 species of insects rely on oaks for some or all of their life cycles. More than 80 species of reptiles 
and amphibians reside in oaks. More than 150 Birds rely on oaks. Over 60 mammals need oak resources. 
Human beings are one of those 60 species who benefit from oaks. NO BENEFITS DERIVED FROM 19 new 
homes in our neighborhood. Keep this area green and wild.

• Berutha Bernstein April 17, 2020
Breaks my heart

• Virginia Turner April 17, 2020
We have enough development -- save the little open space we have left.

• Sandra Ritter April 17, 2020
Our beautiful Woodland Hills streets are being decimated for another development. Horrible idea.

• Anonymous April 17, 2020
We can’t afford to decimate open space any longer! We should learn from this experience with coronavirus!

• Syndee Stein April 17, 2020
Please don’t destroy these trees. We need them.

• Aprilil Atwell April 17, 2020
We live on Avenida Morelos, so we are concerned about the increase in traffic.

• Jim Rubino April 17, 2020
The sidewalk can be rerouted, the tree cannot be rerooted, so reroute the sidewalk, a meandering sidewalk 
is more eye pleasing than a straiht one anyway.

• Donna Scott April 17, 2020
I’ve lived in Woodland Hills for over 50 years. It has changed. Please don’t change it more. We need our 
trees. They used to keep us cooler. And it’s healthier to have our beautiful trees.

• Karen Fitzgerald April 17, 2020
Keep Woodland Hills Woodland!!
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• Leslie Porter April 17, 2020
I hate it when people cut down viable trees without looking for alternatives

• Suzanne Oltmann April 17, 2020
Save our precious Oaks!

• JULIE R RYCUS-WASMER April 17, 2020
I will tag my friends who work with the city.

• Neal Rosenthal April 17, 2020
Keep the trees. Cut down the houses.

• Christopher Larson April 17, 2020
We are in a lot of trouble if developers can prioritize dollars over protected land and ancient trees. This
isn’t an answer to a housing shortage and maybe should point to a greater problem...uncontrollable
development.

• Anonymous April 17, 2020
Please do not cut down this beautiful tree for a sidewalk . So many trees have died the last several years it 
would be a crime to cut this one down. We don’t need more concrete!

• Marianella Eguiluz April 17, 2020
We need to safe our trees!!!

• JOSEPH R ROSENDO April 17, 2020
This is a travesty. When will this rampant building stop! Save Oak Savanna!

• Julyan Kates April 16, 2020
The San Fernando Valley is already full of concrete of one type or another, making it one of the hottest 
areas in So Cal. DONT BE GREEDY & REMOVE OUR PRECIOUS TREES, which have been cleaning 
human’s dirty air for decades. Rethink, think differently, just consider other options than cutting down 
old oaks.

• K Pugliese April 16, 2020
I ment to say the City of LA approved a very bad development

• Christle Hintz April 16, 2020
The oaks are saving our environment by taking in carbon and sequestering it and thereby allowing us to 
breath. No more destruction of old growth trees like oaks that take hundreds of years to grow and can be 
destroyed with one awful blow from a chain saw. Protect our woodlands not destroy theml

• Maria Craciun April 16, 2020
Please do not destroy this magnificent tree. Surely you can revise your plans to preserve it. Keep the 
Heritage Coast Live Oaks from being killed.

• Kristin Pugliese April 16, 2020
This is a tragic and terrible development. The city of Calabasas Should be ashamed for ruining so much 
beautiful green space. NO end to their GREED?? Too BAD

• Scott Robinson April 16, 2020
Save that tree

• Roger Pugliese April 16, 2020
This development should not be built as planned. It is ill-conceived and out of touch with the communities 
interest.

• Denise elder April 16, 2020
This is and always has been a ridiculous development plan, a blight on our beautiful neighborhood, and is 
so unneeded and in necessary. Who is on the planning committee? Our first job is to vote them out!

• Dorothy Smith April 16, 2020
Please do not cause this irreparable damage to wild life, environment and area homeowners. It is an effront 
to everyone in Woodland and neighboring communities,
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Deborah Rykoff-Bennett April 16, 2020
Please, please do not destroy this beautiful, ancient tree! There are so few left! Please consider the 
irreparable damage YOU will have done if this living thing of beauty and history is destroyed.

Gabriela Effron April 16, 2020 
TREES MATTER!!!

Marcy Bowen April 16, 2020
Please keep the space open for natural habitat. Save the planet don’t destroy it

Kevin Lee April 16, 2020 
Hell to the no.

Anonymous April 16, 2020
^is is rediculous to cut oaks. Let the developers develop around the oaks!!!

Jennifer Jurick April 16, 2020
We have so little remaining green space. I am opposed to this development.

Monica Grombacher April 16, 2020
please keep out of our neighborhood!

Neill Simmons April 16, 2020
Stop or redesign the development on San Feliciano and Mulholland.

Myron Grombacher April 16, 2020
I live directly across from the proposed egress. It’s on a blind curve that is already the sight of numerous 
accidents. ^is development needs to be in line with the existing neighborhoods. I am sure it is not in the 
best interest of anyone but the developer,I have lived and paid taxes in this neighborhood for over 20 years. 
^is is a travesty of planning and is not compliment with established regulations and will irreparably alter 
the beauty and serenity of our long established neighborhood.

Scott Allen April 16, 2020
What’s happening to CA State required storm water mitigation? ^is development is required to provide for 
storm water BMP’s & LADBS is required to enforce.

E Raphael April 16, 2020 
Save the Trees !
Keep the Green Spaces Open for the next generation-Please!

Shane April 16, 2020
I’ve had to spend countless hours and dollars over the last 20 years working in the film business to protect 
these trees. I was told they are protected...was that a lie?

Anonymous April 16, 2020
Not a good idea to remove these old trees and open spaces 

Rich Fulcher April 16, 2020
Also, I believe the designs for the houses have never been released. Who does that unless they’ve got 
something to hide.

Mark Pracher April 16, 2020
this construction plan is not compatabe with our community. it needs to re-thought, and preferably 
stopped. it endangers open space, wildlife, and the neighborhood. I do not support it.

Judith Salk April 16, 2020
Strongly opposed to the proposed construction & deconstruction. Do NOT proceed with this plan!!!

Sheri’ Quaintance April 16, 2020
I understand development but at what cost

Lauren Sanda April 16, 2020
Do not destroy this lovely tree. We do not need more cement, we need more trees!
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• Jaime DiMarco April 16, 2020
I hate developers ruining our beautiful Oaks!

• Anthony Crivello April 16, 2020
Move your development elsewhere. We are single family residential. I suggest Canoga Park. Massive plans 
for development are in place there where residential buildings with multiple units will fit right in. You 
care nothing about this neighborhood or Mulholland Drive &amp; Mulholland Highway preservation, 
preservation of trees and wetlands, nor do you care about the effect you will have on Louisville High 
School. You will create nothing but more traffic, and we cannot handle more in the area !!

• Lynne Mazer April 16, 2020
This is such a terrible thing that was let thru during the Coronavirus lockdown. Shameful

• Dino Moriana April 16, 2020
STOP removing trees! You are contributing to Global Warming! We don’t need any more construction.

• Mary Sobel April 16, 2020
Do not destroy these wonderful, living, beautiful, ancient trees. We need them to be protected because they 
are helping to protect our planet.

• Anonymous April 16, 2020
No more development in Woodland Hills.

• Wayne Kennan April 16, 2020
Are there any infrastructure improvements associated with this development? A new water source? Traffic 
mitigation? Educational and recreational allowances?

• Stephen Berger April 16, 2020
Development and preservation can exist together. Do the right thing!!

• Zenna Evans April 16, 2020
Each and every one of the native coastal live oak matters! It would be inhuman to cut down #114 (or any 
more for that matter)!

• Julie Zagha April 16, 2020
Keep the Oaks and this unique property safe! No development.

• Alison Kenney April 16, 2020
What is the point of having city codes and plans if they aren’t to be enforced? Does anyone believe a private 
property owner (rather than a developer building a community of homes) would be granted similar 
deference? These new homes should be designed to fit in with the neighborhood, and access should not 
involve a dangerous new intersection on a steep, ‘blind’ hill.

• Ampora Yazdani April 16, 2020
Save The Oak

• Anonymous April 16, 2020
Stop this stupid development

• Deann Dover April 16, 2020
Save our open space. Stop construction!!

• Sandra Marsden April 16, 2020
Lawsuit

• Donna Ashley April 16, 2020
How about a public park?

• Max H Penner April 16, 2020
Native born Topangan of 70 years. My home was built around an oak that is over one hundred years old. 
My house was first built in 1934 and burnt down in 1943. ^e house was rebuilt around the same oak, 
which survived the fire. I remodeled the house in 1992, and the oak still has a home. Save the oaks and let 
them let us live around them:-)
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• Peter Bernstein April 16, 2020
Leave that land alone.

• Jill Stewart April 16, 2020
Praying the developer is slowed to stop by the all but certain recession and has to call off the bulldozers. 
In SF, Sacramento, Seattle, Austin, Santa Monica, Houston, even Cleveland and Pittsburg and a couple 
dozen other cities, this heritage tree destruction would be banned. Buildings would have to coexist if 
built at all. These dramatic kills of heritage trees are supported by our City Councilman and Mayor. Their 
environmental sophistication is Circa 1990s, they’ve been educated by many many voices, and they’ve 
failed to learn.

• Edward Albrecht April 16, 2020
Oppose this project as proposed. Scope has too many units for the site.

• Maryann Hammers April 12, 2020
This is bad for wildlife, bad for the environment, and bad for our community. It’s good for the developer. 
Why is the community not being heeded?

• Damon Farahi April 12, 2020
As a 30-year resident, homeowner, and taxpayer of this neighborhood, I am very disappointed that the 
community’s valid reasons for opposing this development have gone unheeded— without a hearing! 
To create a new street location on San Feliciano Drive a narrow, curvy, hilly street with blind spots, 
frequented by dog walkers and children - is pure folly, dangerous, and sure to cause accidents.

• Carol Becker April 10, 2020
Leave our open land alone!!!

• Lawrence Meltzer April 09, 2020
not appropriate

• Richard Kahn April 09, 2020
Public appeal should be heard at a minimum. Thank you.

• Theresa Rockey April 09, 2020
We need to keep our precious open space OPEN

• Sarah Fiore April 08, 2020
I don’t know if we can stop the building. We must stop the entrance and exit of the property on the San 
Feliciano hill. I understand they are not going to use the Cerrillos/San Feliciano stop sign area for entering 
and exiting. Extremely dangerous.

• Jean Kirnan April 08, 2020
Baaad Idea!

• Ashley Feinberg April 08, 2020
I live on Cerrillos and San Feliciano. I do not want this horrible project to ruin my neighborhood.

• Laura Yablon April 08, 2020
Allowing the current plan for this development to be approved will needlessly impact this area of Woodland 
Hills in so many detrimental ways, from the removal of oak trees to the added traffic nightmares. Please do 
the right thing and deny it.

• Joe Sykora April 08, 2020
Taking advantage of a national state of emergency to bypass the hearing process is completely inappropriate. 
The proposed development is not a matter of national urgency that requires process to be abandoned.

• Anonymous April 08, 2020
We don’t need more ugly, cheaply built housing in this neighborhood! Especially when it’s at the expense of 
beautiful open space with mature oak trees.

• Chuck O’Connell April 08, 2020
Woodland Hills is already overbuilt. This land would be better as a public park.
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• Lori Jager April 08, 2020
Ridiculous not appropriate

• Coach Emily Bernath April 08, 2020
I coach cross country and track at Louisville High School. This space contributes to the unique beauty 
of this campus which is surrounded by woodland beauty. ^ese trees are endemic to the natural history 
of this area. We are lucky to still have a space like this, and we should be relating to it as such- a precious 
opportunity to preserve a rare corridor that benefits all life in and around it!

• Anonymous April 08, 2020
Leave this beautiful area alone! So.much wildlife being uprooted for greed! ^ere are so many homes that 
are vacant! Why build more? Especially if you have to destroy nature to do so!

• Chris April 08, 2020
No more building !!

• Kristi Harris April 08, 2020
Stop

• Coleen Kirnan April 08, 2020
• 19 tightly packed two-story houses inserted into a one-story, low density built neighborhood in violation 

of the Community and Specific Plans
• Too many protected Heritage Coast Live Oak trees being removed in violation of the Protected Tree 

Ordinance
• Five highly-visible oversized retaining walls up to 11.5’ high and up to 194’ long requiring deviation from 

the City Code by the Zoning Administrator
• Extensive, landscape-changing grading requiring 1,600 dumptrucks full of imported soil
• Dangerous new street location on San Feliciano Drive hill
• Disruption of wildlife refuge & transit link to nearby Santa Monica Mountains
• No prior review by the Design Review Board of the Mulholland Scenic Parkway Specific Plan as required 

by law, at the western entrance to the historic Mulholland Scenic Parkway
• Lack of a viable, less intrusive, less dense alternative plan by the developer as required by the California 

Environmental Quality Act (CEQA)
We are not against the development of this private property. Any development must follow the rules and 
regulations of the City of Los Angeles’ General Plan, Community Plan, and Specific Plan of the Mulholland 
Scenic Parkway. In doing so it will force compatibility with the immediate neighborhood, keep the Heritage 
Coast Live Oaks from being needlessly killed or endangered, and retain the wild open spaces that have 
become a respite for multitude species of wildlife and a Woodland Hills landmark.

• Mary Galvan April 08, 2020
This will ruin our neighborhood. The open space is necessary for the wildlife. The Oak trees. The homes are 
too close together.

• Robert Quinn and Peggy Quinn April 05, 2020
Just bought a house on San Feliciano across from the open space in question. Fell in love with the view of all 
the oak trees, from our front door and windows. We were very upset to find out about the proposed plans.

• Anonymous April 02, 2020
Building such a massive contiguous development of two story structures in that section of the 
neighborhood is like putting in a shopping mall next to a quaint village. There are serious code violations 
in this plan as well as the destruction of an important wildlife and watershed area. ^is plan is out of 
proportion and unjustifiable.

• Anonymous March 31, 2020
This is a wildlife corridor. I have even seen golden eagles roosting there. Every year I see the utility 
companies strip the neighboring trees during nesting season. Not in the fall, when it’s safe, but during the 
first days of spring. ^is area was the one wildlife corridor that was safe. See those palm trees? It’s not just 
the oaks that save the land, provide habitat, food, soil stability, cooling the air in the summer, but the palm 
trees provide nesting for Orioles and other birds. I have tried to intercede as tree trimmers strip those trees
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and destroy the hidden nests attached to the underside of the palm leaves which are filled with baby birds, 
even as the parent birds desperately try to stop them. No one cares--the “biologists” who work for these 
companies don’t even know what a bird nest or animal den looks like. The carnage here would be very sad 
indeed. Not just because these are centuries old oaks, but because it is likely filled with wildlife that will just 
be mowed down.

• Gloria Freeman March 31, 2020
Construction of homes in this area would truly detract from the general neighborhood and create difficulties for 
all of the residences in the surrounding area. With the homes all being two story and tightly fitted together, it is 
not in keeping with the general layout of the community. ^is is primarily a single story residential community 
and to throw a bunch of two story homes squeezed together would detract from the Woodland Hills community.

• Julio Freeman March 31, 2020
Construction of homes in this area would truly detract from the general neighborhood and create difficulties for 
all of the residences in the surrounding area. With the homes all being two story and tightly fitted together, it is 
not in keeping with the general layout of the community. ^is is primarily a single story residential community 
and to throw a bunch of two story homes squeezed together would detract from the Woodland Hills community.

• Randall Fishwick March 29, 2020
My family and I live within a few blocks of this proposed 19 home development. We are strongly opposed 
to it as it currently stands, as it will destroy many ostensibly protected Heritage Coast Live Oak trees, hasn’t 
been reviewed by the Mulholland Scenic Parkway Review Board, and will forever change the scenic and 
serene nature of this neighborhood.

• Anonymous March 27, 2020
I have already sent a letter on this project with the project’s exits.

• Anonymous March 27, 2020
^is requires a do-over. It was certainly not well planned in the beginning.

• Colin March 26, 2020
Please this is last piece of nature left of the Woodland Hills neighborhood. Look back on the beauty that 
once was & this is all we have left.

• Chaz Fitzhugh March 26, 2020
Let’s please follow the zoning rules and ordinances. We need to limit density.

• Jessie Marcus March 26, 2020
I live in this neighborhood. Careful legal planning is imperative to preserve the integrity of our community 
and to save the protected oaks. ^is plan does neither. Please do not pass this plan. Call for a re-design that 
meets regulations.

• Bob Yovannone March 26, 2020
Don’t allow developers to break the laws. Proud to be a NIMBY

• Anonymous March 26, 2020
No development. We have plenty of people and traffic already.

• Dorothy Peisner March 26, 2020
No reason for this density and so many violations of current regulations !

• William Atherton March 26, 2020
Unwise, unsafe and inappropriate for the neighborhood. ^ese are big developers. Can’t the City of L.A. do 
some kind of tax deal where they can donate the land and get a tax break on a more appropriate site?

• Bobbi Goldin March 26, 2020
This must be redesigned for all the reasons listed.

• Anne Gayer March 25, 2020
^ere is plenty of housing and over-crowding to to all the new apartments and other housing in the area. 
This area can not sustain this expansion in a healthy manner for all. We need open land to stay as open land 
for the true health and well being of our community.
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• Dori Rosenthal March 25, 2020
Horrible plan! Cutting down precious California Oaks and adding traffic congestion to an already over 
populated area?! Nuts?! We already need a stop light at Mulholland and Alizondo just to get out of our 
street! We need the road repaved and widened with more police on Mulholland. Not more people!

• Sandy Mills March 25, 2020
This project does NOT belong on this piece of land!!! It’s too dense & doesn’t take into account the rare BIG 
old oaks, the unusual location along a steep curve on San Feliciano, among other red flags!!!

• Jeff Oliver March 25, 2020
No new construction ! We have been fighting this for years. We don’t need more traffic and congestion in 
this area. They are building enough down around the boulevard. Plus there is the Girls School . Can we just 
keep the trees and natural environment and not have to build inn this area.

• Frank Zajaczkowski March 25, 2020
Terrible to see this precious landscape disappear!

• Thomas Pattenaude March 25, 2020
I oppose this development as approved. Please feel free to contact me for any help in opposition

• Anthony Crivello March 25, 2020
Come up with a better plan that creates a less populated track and preserves foliage. Tear down those ugly 
buildings on the property. They are an eyesore and dangerous to have standing, especially opposite an all
girl’s high school.

• Ryan Kotzin March 25, 2020
This is terrible! We need to preserve our wildlife. We need to preserve our oak trees! We cannot handle 
anymore congestion in our neighborhood. The traffic is very dangerous. It is already impossible to leave or 
come home with all these here. If there was a disaster....we would all be in trouble! Stop. Please stop!

• Garvin Kotzin March 25, 2020
This is terrible! We need to preserve our wildlife. We need to preserve our oak trees! We cannot handle 
anymore congestion in our neighborhood. The traffic is very dangerous. It is already impossible to leave or 
come home with all these here. If there was a disaster....we would all be in trouble! Stop. Please stop!

• Sharon Kotzin March 25, 2020
This is terrible! We need to preserve our wildlife. We need to preserve our oak trees! We cannot handle 
anymore congestion in our neighborhood. The traffic is very dangerous. It is already impossible to leave or 
come home with all these here. If there was a disaster....we would all be in trouble! Stop. Please stop!

• James and Danielle Lusk March 25, 2020
The resistance to developing this property has been fermenting on for 15+ years and has not improved with 
age. Opposed!

• KIRSTEN Thye March 25, 2020
Oak trees need to be preserved. High density not fitting the area and Santa Monica mountain corridor

• Kristin Herkstroeter March 25, 2020
Please stop the development as it is proposed today. Ideally this space would be turned into a much 
needed park for the area. The development as proposed does not fit into the existing neighborhood. 
The homes are much closer together and lots are much smaller than the homes that are already here. 
Please do not cut down any of the protected Heritage Coast live oaks. This project also needs approval 
of the Design Review Board of the Mulholland Scenic Parkway. If this is indeed going to be built, then 
no shortcuts should be taken. Shortcuts will only cause headaches for everyone in the long run.
Please listen to the neighbors. We are the ones who will be impacted on a daily basis for years and 
years to come.

• Roni Plachta March 25, 2020
I would like to see this area turn into a park. The neighborhood needs a local park. The trees are there and 
all we need is few trails and benches.
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• Stefania Simmons March 25, 2020
My husband and I are against the 19 home development on San Feliciano and Mulholland. Woodlan Hills 
has already been overdeveloped to the point of negatively affecting the quality of life for its residents.

• Claire Fishwici March 25, 2020
I have objections as to the development of 19 very large homes spaced too closely together and the removal 
of mature oak trees. Also the street opens out onto a blind hill with potential for accidents.

• Kelly McClellan March 25, 2020
Development on this property will disrupt the wildlife who use this area as a transit love no in to the Sana’a 
Monica Mountains. This the last remaining open space in Woodland Hills and contains many protected 
Heritage Coast live oaks. Please stop this development. Please stop this development.

• Mike McClellan March 25, 2020
Development on this property will disrupt the wildlife who use this area as a transit love no in to the Sana’a 
Monica Mountains. This the last remaining open space I. Woodland Hills and contains many protected 
Heritage Coast live oaks.

• Jeff Bornstein March 25, 2020
This development in current form does not fit the existing neighborhood. Too many units with not enough 
space between each unit. Further, any development needs to leave and accommodate the beautiful existing 
trees that are irreplaceable. Lastly this project needs to be approved by Design Review Board of the Mulholland 
Scenic Parkway Specific Plan. Which has not been the case. Less density and less intrusion on wildlife need to 
be prioritized as a new, less dense proposal for this area with its existing and irreplaceable setting.

• Julie Michel March 25, 2020
Please do not build the 19 home building. Woodland Hills is becoming an uncomfortable place to live. 
Please stop ruining it with homeless shelters in our parks and illegal high density complexes

• Dotty Corcoran March 25, 2020
S.O.S. is doing a great job of accumulating information and disseminating to the neighborhood.

• sean mellick March 25, 2020
I disagree with the 19 home development for so many reasons.

• Suji Gelerman March 25, 2020
Too dense too high, out of character for neighborhood and impact on wildlife need new and revised plan 
that fits in with character of existing homes

• Anonymous March 25, 2020
This area has crime, homeless citizens lacking shelter and services, horrendous traffic, particularly morning 
and evening from two high schools and commuters, and inadequate support from police. Taking out the 
trees and cramming 19 houses into the space? Why?

• Steve Schifrin March 25, 2020
Streets, services, safety in the area are already at critically dangerous capacity. Traffic access and egress will 
be blind and dangerous, as well.

• James and Cynthia Dunn March 25, 2020
We stand with Save Oak Savanna-please consider our views as a 37 year resident of this neighborhood

• Cynthia Dunn March 25, 2020
I’m against developing 19 homes on San Feliciano and Mulholland !

• Beth Mellick March 25, 2020
I completely disagree with this 19 house development and ask that you do the same.

• Carlos Duque Mar 18, 2020
Let’s show the City of Los Angeles how many people oppose this plan!
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Judith Salk 
Mark Pracher 
Rich Fulcher 
Robert Romar 
Shane Reed 
Paul Edelman 
E Raphael 
Scott Allen 
Shelley L Billik 
Myron Grombacher 
Sarah Marti 
Neill Simmons 
Joan Aebi 
Layla
Kristen Brady 
Gayle Oxstein 
Claire Duque 
Monica Grombacher 
Bruce Wright 
Shelly Palmer 
Jennifer Jurick 
Cynthia Garcia 
Karen Wynne 
Gene Wagenbreth 
Robert Ciani 
Jim Hasenauer 
Kevin Lee 
Marcy Bowen 
Sharon Diskin 
Gabriela Effron

91364
91364
91364
91364
91364
91364
91364
91364
90290
91364
90290
91364
91364
91364
91364
91367
91364
91367
91364
90290
91364
91364
90290
91364
91364
91364
91364
91364
91364
91364
91364
91316
91364
91104
91364
91107
91364
91364
91364
91364
91364
91364
90290
91364
91302
91356
90290
91364
91364
91362
91364
91364
90290

91367
91367

90290 
90290 
91364 
91364 
91302

Bobbie Candler Buyalos 91303
91367 
90290 
91367 
90290 
91367 
91364 
91364 
90290 
91364 
90290 
91364 
90290 
90290 
91367 
91367 
90290 
91302 
91367 
90290 
90290 
91364 
90290 
91364 
91302 
90290 
90290 
91302 
90290 
90290 
91362 
91364 
90290 
90290 
91364 
91364 
91367 
91364 
91302 
90290 
91364

Melissa Garafalo-Culmer 91364

Dayna Diamond 
Janine Littrell 
Judie Feil Wolf

91367
91365
91364
90290
91364
90290
91364
91106
90290
91364
91307
90290
91367
91367
90290
91367
91364
91367
91367
91367
91364
91364
91367
91367
91367
91364
91367
91367
91364
91367
91367
91367
91364
91364
90290
91364
91364
91367
91364
91367
90290
91367
91367
91367
91364
90290
91367
91367
90290
91367

Cathy Suriano 
Nattaly Falcon 
Dakota DeLeo
Nate Grossman 
Joyce Marx 
Pouneh Tayyeb 
Ali Tayyeb 
Ken Mazur 
Olivia Duque 
Carl V 
Nancy Wood 
Julie Rosendo 
Amanda Foulger 
Andrea Quiroz 
Rick J Quiroz 
Lauren Labov 
Lori Drazen 
Kathryn Davis 
Kathleen Pittman 
Carl Grooms 
George Billinger 
Tracy Ryan-Johnson 
Oleg Pekar 
Mike Chen 
Eva Montealegre 
Brian Planas 
Lynne Solursh 
Frederick Schilling 
Stephen Glassman 
Abbie Weinberg 
Lana Montrenes 
Cooper Babcock 
Sarah Elgart 
Jeanette Sutor 
Bob Miller 
Carma Lu Thompson 
Dorene Polcyn 
Sue Andaloro
Josie Kelly 
Aj Douglas

Steve Klein 
Paul Mackintosh 
Miriam Ritter 
Angel Galvan 
P Chichester 
Jeffrey Lapiner

91364
95348
90290
91364
91364
91367
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Ellen Garrett 
Sheilajune Byron 
Michael Gross 
Laura
David’s Schwartz 
Paula Russell 
Esther Grassian 
Cynthia Johnson 
Lori Jasmine 
Kerrie Peterson 
Catherine Kazemi 
Luba Kvitchko 
Kevin Kunkel 
Marcia Justman 
Ron Frieborn 
Joyce Campbell 
Roberta Havens 
Janet Burns 
Kim Ludeke 
Barton Chiate 
Rosadel McClure 
Tara Rose Wales 
Sal Stewart 
Cari Anderson 
Bois
Lopata Marvin 
Peter Colley 
Adele Casden 
Christina Nagao 
Marcia Chankin 
Cheryl Bonacci 
Trudi Keck 
Alison J Ridgway 
John Clemens 
Kristen Zwahlen 
Kara Masters 
Nora Grazer-Owen 
Deborah Sheiner 
Sharon Freilich 
Kevin Soares 
Marc Vanocur 
Shawn Frawley 
Laurie Amigo 
Dylan Hargrove 
hHugo Garcia 
Allyn Katleman 
Chris Knight 
Deborah Seror 
Marycarlyn Smith 
Alan Halpern 
Rhonda Fingerett 
Michael Adler 
Dawn Yurkovic

Chris Garcia 
C Bester 
Toni Colvin 
Ellen Colley 
Carol Aronson 
Nicole Krasnov 
Alison Hall Gann 
Darren Kloomok 
Elena G 
Alicia Junker 
Marly Faherty 
Monica Irauzqui 
Bryan Watkins 
Joseph Cangelosi 
Jill Ishkanian 
Paisley Pappe-Iredell 
Kathy Duque 
Hannah Kozak 
Barbara Seery 
Tiffany Fraser 
Beth Goode 
Amir Nejad 
Jessica Sahabi 
Yvonne 
Colleen Beery 
JoAnn Duque 
Claire Bloom 
Rachel Burgos 
Ellen Guzauski 
Gillian Henchy 
Ronald Fomalont 
Andrew Droll 
Maya Contreras 
Natalie Fet 
Susanna Hecht 
Victoria Satya Vanderkloot 91304 
Gary Sohl 
Gail Nicholson 
Lisa Najjar 
Lana
Danielle Melcher 
Warren Rider 
Namita 
Victor Levine 
John Berger 
Karri Ayasanonda 
Tasneem Campwala 
Elizabeth Schrage 
Colleen Marmor 
Michael McClellan 
Sabine Lesavoy 
Sarah Stern 
Elizabeth Brasler

Claire Collins 
Deborah Call 
Diane Mackenzie

90290
91311
91302
91364
91210
91367
91364
91364
91367
90290
90290
91364
90290
91302
91364
91364
91302
90290
91367
91367
91367
91364
90290
90290
91367
91302
91364
91302
91364
91367
91364
91367
91367
90290
91364
90290
90290
91364
91364
91364
91364
91367
91367
91367
91367
90290
91367
91302
91367
91367
91364
91302
90290

90290
90290
90290
91364
91364
91436
90290
90290
91364
91364
91364
91364
91364
90290
90290
90290
93035
91367
91302
91367
90290
91367
91364
91364
91364
91362
91364
90290
91367
91364
90290
91367
91364
91364
90290

95125 
90299 
91362

Holly Genevieve Edelman 91364
90290 
91364 
90405 
91364 
91364 
91364 
91364 
91302 
90290 
91364 
91367 
91302 
91364 
91364 
91367 
91367 
91364 
91302 
91364 
91364 
91307 
91367 
91367 
91364 
90290 
91364 
90290 
91302 
91367 
91367 
91364 
91364 
91364 
91364 
90290 
91364 
91364 
91364 
91364 
91364 
91364 
91364 
91364 
90290 
91302 
90290 
91367 
91367 
91364

Tina Weissauer
Chantal Carroll 
Myra Schegloff 
Jake Marone 
Elizabeth J Damico 
Karol Tauber 
Jason Coy 
Vanita Spaulding 
Liam Hay 
Kami Brown 
Rayna Labowitz 
Carol Bonelli 
Howard Cowan 
Michael Liles 
Catherine Bond 
Trena Berk 
Grace Garza 
Nicole Gray 
Jurgen Reisch 
Shauna Abbey 
Tina Raddatz 
Jennifer Kindseth 
George Reinas 
Pamela Stefanowicz 
Elisa Bonora 
Julie Kennedy 
Diane
Wendy Peddicord 
Scott Hauswirth 
Maureen 
Mari C Oxenberg 
Norm Mazer 
Ed Kuni
Kristine Pagorek 
Simon Van Meervenne 
Nir Pagorek 
Jacqueline Heston 
Zack Manhan 
Maxwell Hodge 
Amy Marks 
Ben Manhan 
Cat Rheinfurth 
Joan Williamson 
Grace Flowers 
Marianne Goode 
Mimi Novak 
Jason Groomer 
Therese Rochino

91367
91367
91304
91364
91343
91423
93065
91604
90290
96761
91364
91367
91364
91364
90290
91364
91364 Jan
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Mark S Lucero 
Michelle Gorodetzki 
Laura May 
Saya
Gabriel Zagha 
Coleen Friedmann 
Steve Friedmann 
Sean Friedmann 
Hayley Friedmann 
Adam Stern 
George Willig 
Robert Frank 
Maxine Singer 
Rachael Watkins 
Stacey Dwiggins 
Teresa Litt 
Elizabeth Nobles 
Patricia Cordero 
Erik Hullman 
Emily Mead 
Amy Olmedo 
Linda Kosoff 
Allison Delaney 
Randy Rosen 
Debra Rivera 
Mojgan
Naomi Benghiat 
Marie-Michelle Hewett 
Jayna Mims 
Shannon Eichberg 
James Bowen 
Nancy Burcham 
Sandy Kotch 
Aumi Katz 
Kristina Wunder 
Eric Stern 
Marianne Bordier 
Jasmin Reichle 
Silvana Gramajo 
Sarah Kennedy 
Diana Chan 
Jason Regan 
Caroline Wilcox 
Felix Biwer 
Jacqueline Sly 
Matthew Heisie 
Jennifer Love 
Scott Davenport 
Amy Zeff 
Glenn Cook 
Sylvia West 
Maureen Droney Kessie 91364 
Wendy Brandchaft

Danielle Rider 
Daniel Davis 
Rachel Elizabeth Weissler 91364 
Choong Yoo 
Jerry Korengold 
Julie Ries 
Anne-Christine von Wetter 90290 
Rose Goodman 
Erick Nilsson 
Shannon Speed 
Dalia Sorotzkin 
April Knight 
Sylvia Hunt 
Linda Hubbard Lalande 91364 
Dianne Wesley 
Patrik Purnag 
Frederick B Greissing 
Zaida Correa 
Meghan Mahoney 
Lucia Reed 
Craig Peterson 
Nanette Svolos 
Cori Glazer 
Marie Lyle 
Kristin Steele 
Suzanne Woodworth 
Danette Smith 
Shelby Flint 
Patricia J Lester 
George Packer 
John Pritchard 
Susan Andarro 
Jayne Marie Kehoe 
Cynthia Venuti 
Joanna Beacom 
Tony Tucci 
Richard H Wells 
Mark Walker 
Constantine Patarias 
Andreas Patarias 
Dominique Patarias 
Alexandra Patarias 
Elodie Patarias 
Kelsey Quillin 
David Pritchett 
Jeannette Cole 
Brennan Cole 
Babar Ali 
Stephanie Valdez 
Melissa Rosenthal 
LaRaine Boyd 
Kelly Russell 
Jessica Bracamonte

Bill Ritter 
Porter Grutter 
David Cieslak 
Char Hopey 
Terry Poplawski 
Jodi Gorelick 
SUELLEN WAGNER 
Rachel ^innes 
John C Nelson 
Danielle Barel 
Sasha Gonzalez 
Maya GB 
Elena de Mattos 
Dana Mitchell 
Molly Canfield 
Kevin Holmes 
Jim Centorino 
teresa mcmenami 
Maura Crawley 
Tara Shuler 
Michael Brill 
Catherine Clark 
Meghan DeFrank 
Liz Dupuy 
Elizabeth Hetrick 
Kelly Browne 
Isabella Cueva 
Natalie Cueva 
Jennie Curry 
Nicoletta Stork 
Myriam Kass 
Mary Loffa 
MaryAnn McKenzie 
Janet Casella 
Ashley Alfonso 
Kellie Gillespie 
Margo Marconet 
John Poplawski 
Jessica Hyman 
Gabrielle Coffey 
Laura Flynn 
Linda Klarin 
Uomas D Klarin 
Kristen Kaub 
Kelsey Stewart 
Kimberly Morgan 
Mike Van briggle 
Christina Marconet 
Shayna Slade 
Justine Chou 
Danielle m 
Patricia Schewe 
Samantha Turnbull

91364
91364
91302
91367
91364
91364
91364
91364
91364
91364
90290
91364
91302
91364
91364
91302
91302
91302
91364
90025
91364
91367
91364
91364
90289 
91364 
91364 
91364 
91364 
91364 
91364 
91364 
91364 
91364
90290 
91364 
90290 
90290 
91364 
91364 
91364 
91367 
91364 
91367 
91364 
91364 
91364 
90290 
91364 
91302 
60154

91364
91364

91367
91401
91367
90290
91364
91364
91604
91364
91367
91364
91304
91316
91367
91367
91604
91304
91367
91401
91307
91307
91364
91365 
91307 
91364 
91335 
91436 
91364 
91364 
91362 
91607 
91377 
92320 
91362 
91302 
91364 
91364 
91304 
91364 
90066 
91364 
91326 
91364 
91364 
90926
91302
91303 
90049
91304 
91401 
91367 
91367 
91364 
83709

91302
91364
90290

90290
91364
90290
91364
91374
91364

91364
90301
91302 
91364 
91606 
91367
91303
91304 
90290 
91367 
91335 
91367 
91364 
90290 
90290 
91364 
91367 
91308 
91364 
91367 
90046 
91614 
91364 
91364 
90027 
90046 
90046 
90068 
91364 
90290
91301 
91364 
91364 
91364 
91364 
91364
91302 
91364 
9136490290
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Christopher Thinnes 
Sasha Holmes 
Roberto Ayala 
Marybeth Competelli 
Cindy Kelley Mays 
Mary Hicks 
Melissa Deeton 
Donna Hansen 
David Busse 
Karlin Eddo

Felicia A Palumbo 
Kathryn Ridgley 
Siavash Ghomeshy 
Sheila Frankel 
Rebecca Alkana 
Rosangela Alkana 
Eugene Alkana 
Nick Nez 
Tatiana Landecker 
Christian Kaufmann

Marianne Schaedler 
Bonnie Inai 
Russell Abbey 
Paul Thorne 
Laura Thorne 
Brian Canning 
Alexander 
Richard Stewart 
Tina Kiehl 
Irena Segal

91364
91304
91364
91364
91364
91364
91306
91364
91364
90068

91356
91364
91364
91364
91364
91364
91364
91364
91364
91364

91364
91364
91364
91364
91364
91364
91364
91364
91364
91364
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